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WELCOME TO TOKORIKI ISLAND RESORT
Tokoriki Island Resort, Fiji, is a privately owned 
luxury boutique resort offering a unique personal 
touch making it the perfect island escape 
for couples and honeymooners. Located in 
the Mamanuca Islands 12 minutes from Nadi 
International airport by helicopter or 75 minutes 
by large catamaran or 1hr by speed boat.

From the moment we stepped 
onto the sand, to the moment 

we watched the island fade 
into the distance as we 

departed, our experience at 
Tokoriki was totally first class.

“
„
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BURES AND VILLAS
All 34 beachfront bures and villas are freestanding 
with a fusion of contemporary style and Fijian 
design, air conditioned, enveloped in lush 
tropical gardens and feature both indoor and 
outdoor showers. The spacious Sunset Pool Villas 
boast a separate living area, a 3.5m x 2.5m 
infinity edge pool, cabana and double daybed.

Our Bure was gorgeous 
with direct access to the beach... 
this resort is truly paradise.
“ „
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INDULGE, EXPERIENCE, SAVOUR
Dining under the stars sipping cocktails designed 
by the resort’s talented mixologist, packed 
gourmet picnics, authentic Teppanyaki and 
traditional Lovo feasts - Tokoriki is a foodie haven 
designed to delight your palate. The locally 
inspired cuisine is accompanied by an extensive 
wine menu with drops from around the world.

Food was excellent – with daily changing 
menus and dining under the stars with 
serenaders was the perfect end to each day.                         

“ „
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DISCOVER, PLAY, ESCAPE
The natural beauty of Tokoriki Island and the 
surrounding sea allows you to be as active or idle 
as you like. Choose between kayaking, snorkelling 
or diving, relaxing by the pool, swinging in your 
hammock or exploring the island.

 The private island picnic and 
oceanfront dinner is amazing, 

so romantic.
“ „



RELAX, SOOTHE, PAMPER
The spa experience begins with a foot 
ritual, followed by a Serenity Menu designed to 
offer a total indulgence for your face, hands and 
body, and ends with a taste of Fiji’s crystallised 
ginger and tropical guava juice.

The day spa is incredible, to be pampered 
by skilled spa therapists whilst listening to 
the sounds of a waterfall...
“ „



THE TOKORIKI FAMILY
Integral to your Tokoriki experience is the Fijian 
hospitality you’ll enjoy throughout your stay. 
From the moment you arrive you’ll be greeted 
by the warm and friendly Tokoriki family, many of 
whom have been working at the resort for over 
a decade.

Fijian people are oozing with warmth and 
friendship and make you feel like one of the family.“ „



Tokoriki Island Resort 
PO Box 10547 I Nadi Airport I Fiji

T +679 6725 926 I F +679 6725 928 
E reservations@tokoriki.com

www.tokoriki.com

*All comments have been taken from 
Tokoriki Island Resort’s TripAdvisor reviews


